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=========== TAdvSmoothImageListBox is a component which allows developers to create advanced image list boxes with
animated thumbnails and versatile pickers. The list box should have a minimal impact on the system resources and hence, the
thumbnail creation is automatic for minimal memory usage. Nevertheless, the background thread loading is done automatically
and hence, ensures a high performance. It is important to note that the items in the list box can include HTML formatted
caption text, hyperlinks, images with zooming capabilities and can be arranged in columns or rows with either the mouse or
keyboard scrolling. In case some images are too large and take too long to load, then you can replace them with a default image
that is fully customizable with both text and image properties. The library provides support not just for the image listing and
pickers, but also for the general frame. Consequentially, you can enhance the list with a sleek and stylish footer and header with
various images and other sophisticated fills. In addition, all elements embedded can feature gradient, texture as well as hatch
fills with optional opacity control. You will be happy to learn that the library supports a wide variety of images, including those
with anti-aliased drawing, and built-in support for using standard pictures with alpha transparency. Read the README
document to get started. If you want to support the software, please check out the donation page. Your donation goes a long way
in helping us to provide future updates to the software. Let`s Get Started: ================== It is easy to use - the library
has a wizard and a.dpr file, so you can create a very simple image list immediately after installing the component. 1. Create a
new Dynamic Component Project in your VCL Designer, or start with a new code project, and call the unit
`AdvSmoothImageListBox.pas`. 2. Add the following declarations to the.dpr file: `TAdvSmoothImageListBox =
class(TTabControl)` `public` ` procedure CreateWnd(WndParent:TComponent);override;` `end;` `TAdvSmoothImageList =
class(TAdvSmoothImageListBox)` `private` ` procedure btnOkClick(Sender: TObject);` ` procedure mnuApplyClick(Sender:
TObject);` `public`
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TAdvSmoothImageListBox * Graphics code for Windows with optional use of TColorfulGradient * Cascading style sheet *
Optional use of TColorfulGradient * Special internal option for anti-aliased drawing * Embedded size hint * Use the
CTabWndFrame internally * Optionally support floating status bar * option to use generic colors with gradient or hatch fill *
Optionally support embedded status bar with alpha transparency * Optionally use TImageProperties with external name and
clickable or editable caption text * Optionally support editable caption text with any characters * Optionally support TListView
with virtual columns * Optionally support TListView with virtual rows * Optionally support clickable image thumbnails *
Optionally support clickable image thumbnails with user-defined themes * Optionally support toggled image lists * Optionally
support selection of multiple images * Optionally support selection of multiple images with image template * Optionally support
scroll animation for image lists * Optionally support zoomable image lists * Optionally support multiple images per list item *
Optionally support scrolling of multi-line caption text * Optionally support zooming of caption text * Optionally support
transparent and hatched fill with alpha channel * Optionally support transparent and hatched fill with alpha channel * Optionally
support transparent and hatched fill with alpha channel * Optionally support transparent and hatched fill with alpha channel *
Optionally support transparent and hatched fill with alpha channel * Optionally support transparent and hatched fill with alpha
channel * Optionally support transparent and hatched fill with alpha channel * Optionally support transparent and hatched fill
with alpha channel * Optionally support transparent and hatched fill with alpha channel * Optionally support the right-click
context menu for images * Optionally support the right-click context menu for images * Optionally support the right-click
context menu for images * Optionally support the right-click context menu for images * Optionally support the right-click
context menu for images * Optionally support multi-file selection * Optionally support multi-file selection * Optionally support
multi-file selection * Optionally support multi-file selection * Optionally support the selected file images on the frame *
Optionally support the selected file images on the frame * Optionally support the selected file images on the frame * Optionally
support the selected file 80eaf3aba8
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What's New in the?

TAdvSmoothImageListBox is a component which allows developers to create advanced image list boxes with animated
thumbnails and versatile pickers. The list box should have a minimal impact on the system resources and hence, the thumbnail
creation is automatic for minimal memory usage. Nevertheless, the background thread loading is done automatically and hence,
ensures a high performance. It is important to note that the items in the list box can include HTML formatted caption text,
hyperlinks, images with zooming capabilities and can be arranged in columns or rows with either the mouse or keyboard
scrolling. In case some images are too large and take too long to load, then you can replace them with a default image that is
fully customizable with both text and image properties. The library provides support not just for the image listing and pickers,
but also for the general frame. Consequentially, you can enhance the list with a sleek and stylish footer and header with various
images and other sophisticated fills. In addition, all elements embedded can feature gradient, texture as well as hatch fills with
optional opacity control. You will be happy to learn that the library supports a wide variety of images, including those with anti-
aliased drawing, and built-in support for using standard pictures with alpha transparency. v3.5.1 - Changes: -
AdvSmoothImageListBox fixes for some problems with invalid list box sizes and offsets v3.5 - Changes: -
AdvSmoothImageListBox fixes for some problems with invalid list box sizes and offsets v3.4 - Changes: -
AdvSmoothImageListBox fixes for some problems with invalid list box sizes and offsets v3.3 - Changes: -
AdvSmoothImageListBox fixes for some problems with invalid list box sizes and offsets v3.2 - Changes: -
AdvSmoothImageListBox fixes for some problems with invalid list box sizes and offsets v3.1 - Changes: - Fix for listbox when
the height is set to zero, causing the list box height not to be recalculated - Fix for some math operations on vcl listbox with
unsigned integer values that could result in out of bound indexing - Fix for listbox with unusual height that causes problem in
rendering v3.0 - Changes: - Add ImageListBoader class which allow to create image list boxes with custom animation while
loading the images - Add ImageListBoader::create method to create a list box from an image list with custom animation - Add
example for custom image loader v2.5.2 - Changes: - Fix for some problems with invalid list box sizes and offsets v2.5.1 -
Changes: - Fix for some problems with invalid list box sizes and offsets v2.5 - Changes:
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System Requirements For TAdvSmoothImageListBox:

Supported Languages: English Available for PC Download Keep the Explorer open to load the game Game-viewing Software
Display your HDTV over HDMI cable connected to your TV A network that supports UDP broadcast Wii U Available for
Download Keep the GamePad pointing to the screen where the game will start Minimum Systems Specifications: Required
Processor: Pentium® IV, AMD Athlon™ X2, Core 2
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